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Dear Reader,
      
In late 2016, the ClientSuccess team hosted the first annual CS100 
Summit in Park City, Utah where we gathered 100 of the world’s 
most respected customer success executives and leaders from 
top B2B SaaS companies . This inaugural Summit provided cus-
tomer success executives an exclusive learning environment with 
like-minded leaders in an atmosphere of inspiration, ideation, strat-
egy, and real-world application around customer success .

The CS100 participants collaborated on this insightful and high-im-
pact thought leadership eBook called The Ultimate Guide to SaaS 
Customer Success Metrics . Consider this their way to give back to 
the industry they love .

The CS100 attendees shared best practices, recommendations and 
alignment around 4 key categories of metrics including: SaaS finan-
cial metrics, customer success team performance metrics, customer 
health metrics, and product usage metrics . The outcome was a con-
cise list of important metrics customer success leaders should pay 
attention to . Our ClientSuccess team then analyzed the data and 
surfaced 10 of the top metrics for each category . 

This eBook is a compilation of powerful insights and years of best 
practices inspired from those 100 respected customer success 
leaders . We hope you will use this information a s your go-to guide 
as you build and scale your customer success team and drive a 
culture of customer success in your company . We welcome your 
feedback and suggestions as we continue to refine and evolve this 
eBook to be the most definitive guide for customer success met-
rics in our industry . Send feedback to metrics@clientsuccess .com 
or #csmetrics . 

All the best,

Dave
Founder/CEO, ClientSuccess
dave@clientsuccess .com

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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Top 5 SaaS 
Customer 
Financial Metrics
When most executives think about customer success metrics, they 
typically refer to the core SaaS financial metrics . If current custom-
ers are the lifeblood of a SaaS business, then these metrics are the 
heartbeat metrics for any SaaS company . These financial metrics 
provide a top-level view of the overall financial health of an organi-
zation and can serve as a strong indicator when it comes to the long 
term growth and scalability .

Let’s take a look at the top 5 financial metrics, along with the run-
ner-up metrics .

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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1
Revenue Retention Rate (Gross & Net)

The amount of  recurring revenue (ARR/MRR) a company is able 
to retain for any given period. Gross Revenue Retention only 
considers the starting revenue minus any revenue lost through downsell 
or churn. Net Revenue Retention considers the offsetting revenue 
from expansion (upsell and/or cross-sell). Some refer to this metric as 
Dollar Revenue Retention (DRR).

Be sure to review both Gross Revenue Retention and Net Reve-
nue Retention . Companies that only focus on net numbers will likely 
misjudge the true health of their business because the net results 
may mask the symptoms of churn . Revenue Retention Rate is also 
a very different metric than Renewal Rate (see definition below), so 
be careful to distinguish between the two metrics and be sure to 
measure both .

GROSS REVENUE RETENTION:

(Starting MRR - downsell - churn)

Starting MRR

NET REVENUE RETENTION:

(Starting MRR + expansion - downsell - churn)

Starting MRR

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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2
Revenue Churn Rate (Gross & Net)

Revenue Churn is simply the opposite of  revenue retention - the 
percentage of  recurring revenue (ARR/MRR) lost through downsell 
and/or churn in any given period. Gross Revenue Churn only 
considers lost revenue whereas Net Revenue Churn includes any 
offsetting expansion revenue. When expansion revenue is greater than 
churn, that is often referred to as “negative churn.”

Understand your revenue (or dollar) churn rate and focus intently on 
driving it down . World-class SaaS companies have negative churn 
(or net growth) .

GROSS REVENUE CHURN:

(Downsell + Churn)

Starting MRR

NET REVENUE CHURN:

(Downsell + Churn - Expansion)

Starting MRR

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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3
Customer Retention Rate/Customer Churn Rate

Customer Retention Rate (CRR): The percentage of  
customers retained over a given period of  time. This is also referred to as 
“Logo Retention”.

Customer Churn Rate: The percentage of  customers that are 
lost (i.e. cancel their subscription) over a given period time. This is also 
referred to as “Logo Churn.”

While both revenue retention and customer retention are important, 
many SaaS companies place a higher value on revenue retention 
because revenue is king in any SaaS business . For example, you 
may lose 10 customers with subscriptions of $10,000 each for a total 
of $100,000 in lost revenue, or one larger customer with a subscrip-
tion of $150,000 . In this case, it may be better to lose the 10 custom-
ers equaling $100k in ARR, rather than the one customer and $150k 
in ARR . Just keep in mind that the 10 lost smaller customers carry 
additional hidden costs as they may become negative advocates in 
the market .

CUSTOMER RETENTION RATE:

1 - (customers churned in period

customers at the start of the period)

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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CUSTOMER CHURN RATE:

customers churned in period

customers at the start of the period

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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4
Renewal Rate (Gross & Net)

Gross Renewal Rate: The percentage of  *renewable* revenue 
that actually renewed in a given period. Gross renewal rate only considers 
downsell and churn and does not include any offset from expansion 
revenue that happened at the time of  the renewal. Gross renewal rate can 
never be greater than 100%.

Net Renewal Rate: The total revenue renewed and gained from 
the *renewable* book of  business for a given time period. Net renewal 
rate includes any expansion revenue (upsell and/or cross-sell) added 
as part of  the renewal transaction; therefore, it’s feasible that the new 
renewal rate could be greater than 100%.

Renewal rates specifically correlate to renewal transactions where-
as revenue retention considers any increase or decrease of recur-
ring revenue during a time period, including expansion, downsell 
and/or churn that may happen outside of a renewal (i .e ., mid-term 
expansion, etc .) . Renewal rates should always be calculated against 
the *renewable* book of business (RBOB) for the specific time pe-
riod .

GROSS (OPTION 1):

Renewable MRR - Downsell - Churn

Renewable MRR

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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GROSS (OPTION 2):

 Renewed MRR

Renewable MRR

NET (OPTION 1):

Renewable MRR - Downsell - Churn + Expansion

Renewable MRR

NET (OPTION 2):

Renewed MRR + Expansion

Renewable MRR

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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5
Quick Ratio

Created by Mamoon Hamid, the Quick Ratio measures growth efficiency 
for a SaaS company, comparing revenue growth (new and expansion) 
against revenue churn (downsell MRR and churn MRR).

The following Quick Ratio guidelines help identify the strength of 
your company’s growth:

• Quick Ratio < 2 - bad growth

• Quick Ratio 2-4 - ok growth

• Quick Ratio > 4 - good growth 

(New MRR + Expansion MRR)

(Downsell MRR + Churn MRR)

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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Runner Up 
Financial Metrics
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1
MRR

The amount of  Monthly Recurring Revenue for all paying customers at 
the end of  any given month. 

Revenue from consulting/professional services (or “one-time” rev-
enue) should not be included in MRR calculations . Only recurring 
revenue .

MRR (OPTION 1):

∑ Monthx Recurring Revenue 

MRR (OPTION 2):

ARR

12

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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2
ARR

While MRR measures the sum of  recurring revenue each month, Annual 
Recurring Revenue (ARR) measures the recurring revenue a company 
will generate over the course of  a year. ARR is used to predict annual 
recurring revenue for the coming 12 months, assuming no changes to the 
customer base.

Similar to MRR, revenue from consulting/professional services (or 
“one-time” revenue) should not be included in MRR calculations . 
Only recurring revenue . ARR is different from ACV (annual contract 
value) as ACV includes any revenue, including one-time revenue . 
Don’t mistake the two .

ARR = MRR * 12

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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3
Month-over-Month Growth Rate

The total amount of  recurring revenue growth (or decline) this month 
compared to the previous month.

MoM growth rate of 10% is considered strong growth, 20% or higher 
is considered world-class .

[MRR this month - MRR last month]

(MRR last month)

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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4
Expansion Growth Rate (Upsell + Cross-sell)

New revenue from current customers as a result of  selling more of  the 
same product (upsell) and/or new products (cross-sell).

Expansion growth rate can be one of the best indicators of the 
health of your business as typically customers who are purchasing 
more are getting high value and have a very high propensity to re-
new year over year .

Expansion MRR

Previous Months MRR

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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5
Down-sell Rate

The total amount of  MRR lost by customers who reduce their 
subscription revenue in a given time period. Churned customers do not 
count as downsell as they have terminated their subscription all together. 
Down-sell results from someone who continues their subscription but 
reduces the spend on the subscription (i.e. reduces # seats, stops using 
product for a team or division, etc.).

Downsell could happen as part of a renewal or mid-term (separate 
from the renewal) .

Down-sell MRR

Previous Months MRR

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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Top 5 SaaS 
Customer 
Health Metrics
Customer health metrics help SaaS companies identify customers 
and users that are getting value from a solution and that are highly 
likely to renew or churn . Customer health metrics include more than 
product usage metrics . In fact, there are many facets that should 
be considered to understand the holistic health of a customer, in-
cluding the first-hand perspective of the CSM who interacts with the 
customer frequently . A purely data driven approach may give you 
false-positive or false-negative signals . By taking a holistic approach 
at all touch points of the customer experience—not just those di-
rectly tied to product or usage—SaaS companies more accurately 
determine the health of their customer base and take actions that 
improve customer health and retention . 

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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1
Product Usage - DAU/MAU Ratio

Product usage measures the level of  engagement the customer has with 
your solution. A simple signal to watch is the growth (or decline) of  
Daily Active Users as a percentage of  Monthly Active Users (MAU).

Every SaaS company will have a slightly different DAU/MAU base-
line or target . Some SaaS solutions are such that users should login 
and use the product every day to be considered “active” . Others 
consider “active” to be users logging in once per week . Define the 
usage baseline for your SaaS solution and then work hard to in-
crease that baseline over time . Caution: this could also be a vanity 
metric so don’t rely entirely on this (or any product usage) metric as 
the only indicator(s) of health . It’s entirely possible that a customer 
could login every day but still churn . Logins do not equal value .

 total unique users logged in today

total unique users logged in last over the 30 days

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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2
Product Adoption - Stickiness

Whereas DAU/MAU ratio measures the frequency of  using a SaaS 
solution, product adoption measures *breadth* and *depth* of  using a 
SaaS solution.

Identify the features/feature sets that provide the most tangible val-
ue (“value features”) for your customers and deliver the outcomes 
they desire . Then, measure the adoption of those features/feature 
sets .

 % “value features” used

% total features, trended over time

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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3
Customer Engagement

Frequency of  engagement a customer has with your team across a number 
of  touchpoints (email, phone, meetings, chat).

Customer engagement goals are largely determined by the nature 
of your product and customer success strategy - particularly wheth-
er your model is more low touch or more high touch . Embrace your 
most vocal customers as they tend to be those who genuinely want 
you to succeed . Beware of customers who are not engaging be-
cause that is an early warning sign of churn .

 days since last touch, # touches, average frequency of engagement

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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4
Customer Pulse from CSM

Frequent feedback from CSMs and other members of  your team about 
customer disposition and health, usually gathered in the form of  a simple 
Red, Yellow, Green scale.

Many leaders believe subjective feedback from the team is unreli-
able and inaccurate; however, it can be a very reliable and accurate 
reflection of customer disposition if the following best practices are 
implemented: 1) set firm team guidelines for the frequency of Pulse 
updates (i .e . updated every 30 days, once per quarter, etc .); 2) cre-
ate definitions for each subjective status/color (i .e . “what does “Red” 
mean for us?”); 3) ensure the team knows they aren’t judged by the 
status but rather the status is critical for driving insights across the 
business; and 4) actively leverage the Pulse insights to drive action 
and customer experience improvements across the business .

# customers in each status, ARR by status

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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5
Net Promoter Score (NPS)*

An industry standard measurement of  customer satisfaction, customer 
experience and customer loyalty. NPS simply asks how likely a customer 
would recommend your (company/product/solution]) to her/his friends 
and colleagues, and measures the likelihood on a scale between 0 (not 
at all likely) and 10 (extremely likely). Responses are categorized in 
the following three ways: (9-10) Promoters, (7-8 Passives), (0-6 
Detractors). The NPS score is determined by subtracting the percentage 
of  detractors from the percentage of  promoters, resulting in a number 
between -100 and +100.

Although NPS has become a standard measurement across a num-
ber of industries, there is plenty of debate around the true correla-
tion to customer retention or churn . It’s best to measure at different 
stages in the lifecycle (i .e . onboarding complete, halfway through 
the term, 90 days from renewal) and put it into context with other 
customer health metrics .

NPS = % promoters - % detractors

* Bain & Company, Inc ., Fred Reichheld, and Satmetrix Systems, Inc .

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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Runner Up 
Health Metrics
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1
Support Tickets

Support tickets submitted by the customer to ask questions, report bugs, 
request training and provide feedback

Be careful not to assume that no support tickets is a positive sign for 
customer health . In fact, often the opposite is true because it might 
be a sign that your customer is not deeply engaged with your prod-
uct . Identify the sweet-spot of healthy support ticket average for 
your customers and leverage that as your baseline . Too few support 
tickets is risky, and too many is also risky .

# customer tickets (period)

average per customer (period)

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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2
License Utilization Rate

The number of  paid licenses (seats) actively used vs. the total number of  
licenses (seats) purchased.

For those SaaS companies whose pricing model is based on seat 
licenses, this metric can identify both at risk customers as well as 
potential expansion opportunities .

# active seats used

total seats purchased

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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3
Executive Sponsor Strength

Level of  engagement with your executive sponsor

Your relationship with the executive sponsor for any given customer 
could make or break your long-term partnership . It’s critical to have 
a strong relationship with each executive sponsor . When that rela-
tionship fractures or if the executive sponsor leaves the company, 
consider the account high risk .

# Exec Sponsor touches in last 90 days

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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4
Average Days to Onboard (ADO)

The average number of  days to complete onboarding for your customers.

Dedicate a significant amount of attention to optimizing your on-
boarding experience as the first 90 days of a customer’s experi-
ence will likely set the trajectory for the entire relationship . Optimize 
first around the customer experience and the customer’s needs, 
and then around your resources and scaling objectives . Onboard-
ing too quickly may not sufficiently enable a customer to succeed 
with your solution(s), but an onboarding experience rolling on for a 
year will severely impact the customer in a negative way .

# days to complete onboarding for each customer

total # customers

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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5
Late Invoice Payments

The number of  days a customer’s invoice is past due.

There are a number of reasons why customers don’t pay their in-
voices but any customer that is more than 30 days past due for 
paying their invoice should be considered at risk on some level .

# days past the invoice due date

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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Top 5 SaaS 
Customer 
Usage Metrics
The way in which customers use the product can paint an import-
ant picture of customer success that shouldn’t be overlooked . It’s 
common for SaaS companies to pay attention to obvious metrics 
like logins, but some products are crucial to the internal process 
and unique logins don’t give true indicator of customer health . Cus-
tomer usage metrics can help inform and improve many areas of 
the business outside of just customer success . Take for example 
key feature usage: understanding what customers are using most 
frequently and what they aren’t using can inform the product team . 
In addition, trend of time spent using specific features can help in-
form the customer service team and help them proactively answer 
frequently asked questions . 

As helpful as usage metrics are to assess customer health, they 
should be used with caution because they could be vanity metrics 
that are hiding the true health of the customer . For example, a mar-
keter could use her marketing automation solution every day even 
if she is unhappy with the solution and looking for an alternative, 
but she has to keep her marketing efforts going . If the marketing 
automation vendor relies too much on usage to assess health, they 
may be surprised when the usage cliffs on the day the marketing 
manager moves to a new solution . Leverage the following usage 
metrics strategically and carefully and they will be valuable insights 
into your broader view of customer health .

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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1
Product Usage - DAU/MAU Ratio

Product usage measures the level of  engagement the customer has with 
your solution. A simple signal to watch is the growth (or decline) of  
Daily Active Users as a percentage of  Monthly Active Users (MAU).

Every SaaS company will have a slightly different DAU/MAU base-
line or target . Some SaaS solutions are such that users should login 
and use the product every day to be considered “active” . Others 
consider “active” to be users logging in once per week . Define the 
usage baseline for your SaaS solution and then work hard to in-
crease that baseline over time . Caution: this could also be a vanity 
metric so don’t rely entirely on this (or any product usage) metric as 
the only indicator(s) of health . It’s entirely possible that a customer 
could login every day but still churn . Logins do not equal value .

total unique users logged in today

total unique users logged in last over the 30 days

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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2
Product Adoption - Stickiness

Whereas DAU/MAU ratio measures the frequency of  using a SaaS 
solution, product adoption measures *breadth* and *depth* of  using a 
SaaS solution.

Identify the features/feature sets that provide the most tangible val-
ue (“value features”) for your customers and deliver the outcomes 
they desire . Then, measure the adoption of those features/feature 
sets .

% “value features” used

% total features, trended over time

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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3
License Utilization Rate

The number of  paid licenses (seats) actively used vs. the total number of  
licenses (seats) purchased.

For those SaaS companies whose pricing model is based on seat 
licenses, this metric can identify both at risk customers as well as 
potential expansion opportunities .

# active seats used

total seats purchased

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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4
Time Spent in Product

The number of  minutes (or hours) customer/users spend in the product.

Time spent could be measured by customer and/or by user . Like 
other usage metrics, time spent does not equal value so be careful 
assuming that significant time spent in your product will result in 
retention .

# minutes in product

per customer (or user)

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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5
Outcomes Achieved

Total number of  “outcomes” achieved through your solution. Different 
solutions will have primary outcomes their customers are expecting to 
achieve to help them drive their business. (Examples: CRM = deals 
closed; Subscription Billing = invoices sent or cash collected; Marketing 
Automation = leads created).

By defining and measuring the key outcomes your solution delivers, 
you can optimize onboarding, training and ongoing enablement to 
help your customers execute those outcomes effectively and get 
more ROI from your product .

# “outcomes” achieved

period

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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Runner Up 
Usage Metrics
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1
Customer Maturity Score

A customer maturity score is the output of  assessing a customer’s usage 
and adoption of  your product against a detailed maturity model. The 
customer maturity model outlines different levels of  proficiency, knowledge 
and sophistication that customers (or users) may scale to as they use your 
solution achieve desired outcomes. The more advanced the customer is in 
using your solution, the higher the score.

Maturity models are typically very tailored to the functional focus on 
your solution as well as the level of expertise your customers and 
their users scale to over time . Building a maturity model and mea-
suring maturity scores are usually very time consuming efforts, but 
pays off if done well .

Sum of the individual scores for each proficiency 
area defined in the a customer maturity model

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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2
Power Users - Top 20 Users

The top 20 users across your entire customer base or within a specific 
customer.

Identifying power users helps you identify the potential advocates 
(references, case studies), champions (promote you internally at 
their company) and product advisors (feature requests, beta partic-
ipants, etc .) . Embrace your power users and leverage their enthusi-
asm for your product .

Top 20 users (overall), Top X users

customer

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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3
Active User Growth Rate

The rate at which the total number of  active users increases (or decreases) 
for a given period of  time (usually month-over-month).

Be sure to clearly identify your definition of an “active” user and 
then drive that number up, even by small percentages, month-over-
month .

(Active Users this period - Active Users last period)

Active Users last period
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4
Top/Bottom Features Used

A ranking of  features used from top to bottom.

Identify the top features used by your customers, understand why, 
and drive further adoption with those customers not using those 
features . Also, identify the features that have the least usage and 
determine whether they should be removed or improved .

Ranking of feature usage across all customers 
(and possibly by customer)

https://www.clientsuccess.com
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5
Number of Logins

The total number of  logins into the product within a given period of  
time; can be calculated either as a total across your customer base or by 
customer or user.

While logins is one of the most easy metrics to capture and gives 
a basic usage indicator, purely measuring logins is also one of the 
most dangerous vanity metrics for customer health . Logins do not 
equal value .

Count of total logins (total or by customer/user) 
in a given period of time.
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Top 5 Customer 
Success Team 
Performance 
Metrics
A customer success team is only as effective as the sum of its parts . 
Customer success leaders likely have their pulse on how each CSM 
is doing in terms of financial metrics—like whether or not they’re 
achieving renewal quota and retaining customers—since those are 
the most visible metrics to the organization . But there are other im-
portant metrics to consider, including customer engagement activi-
ties, onboarding time, and customer advocacy activities .

Team effectiveness reaches far beyond whether or not CSMs are 
hitting their targets . Customer success leaders know that renewal 
quotas only paint part of the picture as customers renew and churn 
for many reasons that aren’t directly related to team performance . 
Looking at all aspects of how individual CSMs, customer success 
teams, and leaders are working together to drive results is crucial . 
Let’s take a look at the top customer success team performance 
metrics to consider (by team and by CSM): 
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1
Quarterly Gross Renewal Rate

The percentage of  the quarterly renewable book of  business (RBOB) 
that renewed (not including expansion revenue closed with the renewals).

Measuring the team on renewal rate makes it clear that their primary 
responsibility is to drive value and retain customers . Focusing on 
gross renewal (vs . net) ensures the balance between retention and 
growth, and hedges the risk of retention issues being overlooked 
when expansion growth is strong .

(renewable MRR - downsell - churn)

renewable MRR
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2
Quarterly Expansion Revenue

Total amount of  expansion revenue closed each quarter (both from 
expansion along with a renewal transaction and any mid-term 
expansion).

Expansion is a great indicator or both value and retention . If your 
customers are buying more, they are highly likely to be happy 
with the product and highly likely to renew . The better CSMs are 
at aligning to the customer’s objectives and driving value through 
your solutions, the greater chance the customer will expand their 
footprint of your product .

total expansion revenue per quarter
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3
Average Time to First Value

The average number of  days between the start of  onboarding and the 
time the customer receives the first tangible value from your solution.

Customers purchase your product to receive some kind of value (or 
outcome) from your solution . Customer success teams assume the 
responsibility to ensure customers receive that value . Remember, 
however, that each customer defines value differently . So, in order 
to deliver value, you need to understand your customer’s definition 
of value (including objectives, goals, needs) and help them achieve 
those with your solution . Find one and deliver that as quickly as 
possible .

Total number of days between onboarding and first value for all customers

# customers
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4
Revenue Retention Rate (Net)

The amount of  recurring revenue (ARR/MRR) retained for any given 
period plus revenue gained from cross-sell and upsell within the current 
customer base.

Net revenue retention places the emphasis on both retention and 
growth . The best SaaS companies have net revenue retention 
above 100% .

(Starting MRR + expansion - downsell - churn)

Starting MRR
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5
Average Days to Onboard

The average number of  days to complete onboarding for your customers.

Dedicate a significant amount of attention to optimizing your on-
boarding experience as the first 90 days of a customer’s experi-
ence will likely set the trajectory for the entire relationship . Optimize 
first around the customer experience and the customer’s needs, 
and then around your resources and scaling objectives . Onboard-
ing too quickly may not sufficiently enable a customer to succeed 
with your solution(s), but an onboarding experience rolling on for a 
year will severely impact the customer in a negative way .

# days to complete onboarding for all customers

total # of customers
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Runner Up Team 
Performance 
Metrics
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1
Customer Retention Rate

The percentage of  customers retained over a given period of  time. This 
is also referred to as “Logo Retention”.

Focus on revenue retention and customer retention, but remember 
that revenue is king so you may place a higher emphasis in reve-
nue retention . Be sure the always consider the downstream impact 
of losing customers including bad references from customers who 
leave .

customers churned in period

customers at the start of the period(               )1 -
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2
Customer Advocacy Activities (i.e., customer 
referrals, case studies, references, reviews, etc)

A review of  a product or service made by a customer who has purchased 
the product or service.

Customers that are advocating for you are a great resource to build 
your brand and to find new customers . A great measure for cus-
tomer success teams is the number of customer advocacy activities 
they are able to drive . Whether a customer referral or reference 
call, new case studies, or positive customer reviews on G2 Crowd 
or TrustRadius, recognizing and rewarding CSMs for these activities 
is a powerful way to increase customer advocacy for your company .

total customer advocacy activities in a given 
time period (by team and by CSM)
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3
Engagement Activity (Meetings, 
Emails, Phone Calls, Tasks, etc.)

The amount of  engagement activity or ‘touchpoints’ a CSM has with 
customers over a given period of  time.

While any value-focused engagement with customers is good, focus 
on the most high impact activities - phone calls and in-person meet-
ings if possible and ensure CSMs deliver value with every touch 
point . Also place emphasis on high-value engagement with Execu-
tive Sponsors and other key contacts . Finally, encourage CSMs to 
go “high-and-wide” within a customer’s organization to expand your 
relationship footprint .

count of all engagement touchpoints in a 
given period (by team and by CSM)
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4
NPS*/CSAT

Measuring CSM or customer success team effectiveness through customer 
sentiment/satisfaction surveys - either Net Promoter Score (NPS) or 
some other customer satisfaction (CSAT) methodology.

NPS or CSAT is a tangible way to measure customer sentiment/
satisfaction but doesn’t always accurately reflect the CSMs perfor-
mance . Be sure to dig into the details to understand the root cause 
of the score (positive or negative) .

average NPS or CSAT score (by CSM or team)

* Bain & Company, Inc ., Fred Reichheld, and Satmetrix Systems, Inc .
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5
Success Plan Goals Completed

The measure of  how many proactive success plan tasks were completed 
in accordance with each CSM’s success plan. Success plans (aka 
account plans) are your roadmap for success for each customer, outlining 
the goals, objectives and tasks the CSM and the rest of  the account team 
want to accomplish in any given period (usually quarterly or annually).

Keep success plans simple (1-2 pages) and focus on executing on 
fewer, more high impact, objectives rather than many, complex ob-
jectives .

The number of Success Plan objectives 
completed in a given time period
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How to Use Metrics to Create a 
Culture of Customer Success

Measuring each of the metrics above can be overwhelming, even 
to the most tenured customer success teams . Rather than trying to 
measure everything all at once (which may cause more harm than 
good), try selecting 2 or 3 metrics from each category above and 
put processes and technologies in place to drive insights, actions 
and outcomes from the metrics . Once you’ve fully adopted a few 
metrics, continue to expand your metric map and implement more 
across your company .

Customer success leaders and executives can learn a tremendous 
amount about the business as a whole from customer metrics and 
insights . They can learn how satisfied customers are, the reasons 
they bought the product in the first place, how to improve the prod-
uct, or how to enhance the overall customer experience . Learning 
from current customers and sharing the insights with the rest of the 
business is the best way to create a culture of customer success .
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About ClientSuccess

ClientSuccess is a customer success management platform that 
helps companies build relationships that last™ . Revolutionizing the 
way SaaS companies manage, retain, and grow their existing cus-
tomer base, ClientSuccess provides customer success leaders 
actionable insights, rich customer analytics, and best practices to 
proactively manage success throughout the customer lifecycle . Cli-
entSuccess helps SaaS companies increase renewal and expan-
sion revenue, reduce churn, and maximize the lifetime value of the 
customer . 

clientsuccess.com

 
 
About the CS100 Summit

The CS100 Summit brought to you by ClientSuccess is the premiere 
customer success conference that brings together top executives, 
leaders, and innovators in customer success . The CS100 Summit 
provides customer success executives an exclusive learning envi-
ronment with like-minded executives in a pristine location to create 
an atmosphere of inspiration, ideation, strategy, and real-world ap-
plication around customer success .

cs100.clientsuccess.com
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This eBook was brought to you by ClientSuccess,  

The Customer Success Management Platform .

To learn more about ClientSuccess or request a free demo, 

visit clientsuccess .com or give us a call at 801 .341 .1832 .
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